
 
 

Exhibit Diver Training Verification Form 
 
Review questions 

1. Divers should not dive if:  

a. Sinus issues 

b. Open cuts or abrasions 

c. Your doctor recommends you not dive 

d. You don’t feel “right” 

e. All of the above 

2. Which is NOT part of the GOT emergency gear? 

a. Stokes Basket 

b. Radio 

c. Guardian FFM 

d. AED 

e. DAN Oxygen 

3. Which of the following is not on the daily emergency checklist? 

a. Diver Recall 

b. Emergency Dive Gear 

c. Chain mail gloves 

d. First Aid Kit 

e. DAN Oxygen kit 

4. How many places do you log SC Aquarium dives?  1   2   3   4   None 

5. Every dive will have one diver tasked as safety diver  TRUE FALSE 

6. Is solo diving allowed  YES NO 

7. Are wrist-mounted personal dive computers allowed? YES NO 

8. Place the number in the correct sequence for disinfecting a regulator: 

___  Rinse regulator in freshwater  

___  Insure first stage dust cap is in place 

___  Rinse regulator in freshwater 

___  Wait for 10 minutes 

___  Spray regulator with Birex 

___  Return regulator to storage closet 

 

 

 



9. Hard surface equipment should be disinfected for how many minutes? 

a. 1 minute 

b. 3 minutes 

c. 5 minutes 

d. 10 minutes 

10. The authorized entry method for the GOT is the: 

a. Giant Stride 

b. CESA 

c. Controlled Seated Entry 

d. Shore entry 

11. Which animal(s) can you not feed while in the water? 

a. Barracuda 

b. Sharks 

c. Caretta 

d. Eel 

e. All of the above 

12. When entering the cave what is required? 

a. Functioning dive light 

b. A dedicated diver as a spotter 

c. A and B 

13. Safety stops are required in the GOT.  TRUE FALSE 

14. Closing duties include: (circle all that apply) 

a. Call Security 

b. Filling all scuba bottles 

c. Completing dive logs 

d. Return radio to charging station 

e. Closing all gates/ropes around the GOT 

15. Divers are responsible for sending an email to the listserve and contacting security if you are 

unable to make a dive shift.  TRUE FALSE 

 
 

I have watched the Exhibit Diving PowerPoint.             _________Initial 
 
I have had explained and understand any of the questions that I missed or did not understand. ____Initial 
 
I understand that 2 additional supervised training dives are required before I have completed Exhibit 
Diving Training.   ___________Initial 
 
 
___________________________________________ _____________ 
Signature       Date 
 
___________________________________________ 
Print Name 


